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Call for rules-based order in cyber arena
Urgent need in order
to prevent disruption,
protect functioning
of society, says
Defence Minister

Lim Min Zhang
Militaries are being reshaped by the
threats and opportunities in the cyber domain, but with rules of engagement still vague on this new battlefront, there is an urgent need for a
rules-based order, said Defence Minister Ng Eng Hen yesterday.
This rules-based order is needed
to prevent serious disruptions and
even the loss of lives, and to protect
the functioning of society, especially when the cyber arena will become more contested, he added.
Speaking at the opening dinner of
the second Singapore Defence
Technology Summit at the ShangriLa Hotel, Dr Ng highlighted the
cyber threat as among the newer,
non-conventional ones that militaries around the world need to be

prepared for, in addition to their
traditional missions to protect
sovereignty.
He said that, compared with a
year ago when he spoke at the first
summit, the technological space
has become sharply contested, driven in part by US-China tensions.
Last week, the United States said
it was adding several Chinese companies and a government-owned
institute involved in supercomputing with military applications to its
national security “entity list”, barring them from buying US parts and
components without government
approval.
Dr Ng said that when the two countries with the largest economies and
militaries compete, it is a given that
all countries would be affected in
some way or another. “It would not
be far off the mark to conclude that a

technology race has already started,
especially around emerging technologies that will shape our collective futures,” he said.
“Countries, especially rivals, will
always have differences but there is
no cognitive dissonance in meeting
and sharing views, even among
strategic competitors,” he added,
citing how many lines of communication remained open between the
US and the Soviet Union during the
height of the Cold War.
Some 400 participants from 23
countries are attending the threeday summit organised by the
Defence Science and Technology
Agency to discuss topics centred on
the theme, Proliferation of Technology and its Implications on Defence, Security and Society.
The participants include defence
technology policymakers, govern-

ment chief technology officers, national armament directors, entrepreneurs and academics. They will
take part in a series of panel discussions examining technologies such
as artificial intelligence, drones,
and neuro-engineering.
Dr Ng said militaries around the
world are busy building up cyber
capabilities to defend their terrain
and protect the integrity of their
systems, even against foreign interference during elections.
Another “colossal” challenge is to
address the effects of climate
change. For instance, the flooding
of coastal communities will affect
migration and competition for
land, food and water.
Terror attacks – another threat –
put considerable strain on civilian
and police resources which, even
when fully mobilised, might not be

able to deal with attacks on multiple sites, Dr Ng said.
These threats will test the civilian
resources of all countries, he said.
Militaries will have to do more to
deal with them, with much attention currently still geared towards
traditional, conventional threats.
There will have to be closer interactions between operational units
and the defence technology community to optimise resources and
improve responsiveness, he added.
For Singapore, such integration is
key, “where scientists, engineers
and military operators... first define
the problem and desired outcomes
together before embarking on the
design and implementation of the
concepts of operations and the platforms required”, he said.
mzlim@sph.com.sg

Mt Alvernia
building
cancer
centre
Felicia Choo
Mount Alvernia Hospital will build
a $25 million cancer centre to treat
up to 1,000 patients a year without
the need for a waiting list.
The hospital said the centre, to be
completed next year, will enable patients to start treatment as quickly
as possible.
“The cancer centre is being built
to meet the growing needs of the
ageing population,” said the hospital’s chief executive James Lam
yesterday. “With age, the cancer Cancer care provider Icon SOC has been appointed to run the upcoming $25 million cancer centre, which will treat up to
rate will go up. So we expect that 1,000 patients a year without the need for a waiting list. The centre is due to be completed next year. PHOTO: ICON GROUP
the demand for good quality cancer
care will only go up.”
The new 1,330 sq m facility will of- around 250 patients each year.
cer Mark Middleton.
cer/oncology clinics at Mount
fer services like haematology and
The new centre will provide mediThe centre will also function as Alvernia Hospital, including the
radiation oncology.
cal oncology, allied health, pathol- the regional training hub for radia- Icon SOC clinic.
Mount Alvernia Hospital, a 305- ogy and pharmacy services, posi- tion oncologists, medical physiCancer is the leading cause of
bed, not-for-profit general acute tron emission tomography-com- cists and radiation therapists in the death in Singapore, responsible for
care private hospital, has appointed puted tomography scan, and the Asia-Pacific region as part of a tie- 29.1 per cent of deaths in 2017. Last
cancer care provider Icon SOC to latest Varian TrueBeam Linear Ac- up between Icon SOC and Varian year, there were 26,164 people livbuild and manage the new centre. It celerator. The machine provides Medical Systems, a company that ing with cancer here and it is prowill replace the current Icon SOC advanced precision and speed in provides solutions for advancing jected to rise to 35,229 in 2025.
clinic at the hospital, which has been radiation therapy, said Icon cancer treatment.
in operation since 2007 and treats Group’s group chief executive offiThere are currently three can- feliciac@sph.com.sg
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Student projects help plug gaps in healthcare
Jermayne Ong
Patients looking to strengthen
their gross and fine motor skills at
St Andrew’s Community Hospital
(SACH) can now do so by practising screwing in plastic light bulbs
and fixing plastic pipes.
These are part of a set of interactive objects, collectively known as
Joymaker, that simulate tasks that
patients encounter in daily life.
Other objects include a drawer
that patients can pull and push, and
big plastic screws for them to simulate the closing and opening of water bottles and pill bottles.
Joymaker is one of five projects
by final-year students of the Singapore University of Technology and
Design’s (SUTD) global health technologies course. The projects were
showcased at the community hospital yesterday.
During the 14-week course, 17 students worked on products to help

address challenges in rehabilitation
faced by the SACH clinical team.
The result was the creation of
equipment, learning tools and assistive devices that were well received
by the therapy teams and patients.
Mr Dave Leong, an occupational
therapist at SACH, said the products have helped therapists to save
time as they are easy to use.
As for Joymaker, “the patients
can relate it to their home environment”, he said.
The collaboration, which began in
2017, gives students the opportunity
to plug gaps in healthcare provision
and provide solutions that could be
immediately used in hospitals.
There are plans to reach out to local manufacturers to produce more
of the students’ products, said Professor Dawn Koh, senior lecturer of
engineering product development
at SUTD. “These projects have applications in every hospital and eldercare facility,” she said.
Another project was Maeum, a re-

Singapore University of Technology and Design students Vanessa Poh, 21, and
Clement Chen, 27, with their Joymaker project. ST PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN

designed wheelchair stabiliser –
which is a metal structure with four
legs attached to the back of a wheelchair to provide stability.
Maeum costs $50 less to make

than the original stabiliser used by
the hospital and does not have to be
replaced as frequently.
onghpj@sph.com.sg

Law and Home Affairs Minister K. Shanmugam, speaking yesterday at the 5th
ICC Asia Conference on International Arbitration, said 2019 will be “a year of
inflexion” for Singapore’s dispute resolution landscape. PHOTO: MINISTRY OF LAW

New body set to
raise Singapore’s
profile as dispute
resolution hub
Charmaine Ng
A new group to promote the Singapore business community’s interests through the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has
been set up, in a move expected to
raise Singapore’s profile as a hub
for international arbitration and
dispute resolution.
Called the ICC Singapore Arbitration Group, it will be chaired by Ms
Smitha Rajan Menon, a partner at
law firm WongPartnership and
the Singapore representative to
the ICC International Court of Arbitration. Mr Andrew Yeo, a partner at law firm Allen & Gledhill,
will be the vice-chair.
The group will feature a core
committee that will set the agenda
and drive its activities, as well as a
Selection Committee of Arbitrators that will nominate arbitrators
for ICC arbitration cases that are
referred to ICC Singapore.
Members of the group will include Singaporean and foreign
arbitration practitioners who are
either based here or overseas, as
well as academics and corporate
counsels.
This was announced by the ICC
International Court of Arbitration’s president Alexis Mourre and
secretary-general Alexander Fessas yesterday during the 5th ICC
Asia Conference on International
Arbitration.
Law and Home Affairs Minister
K. Shanmugam said in his keynote
speech at the one-day conference
that 2019 will be “a year of inflexion” for Singapore’s dispute resolution landscape, and highlighted
key initiatives this year that will
boost the Republic’s status as a key
dispute resolution hub.
This includes hosting the signing of the United Nations Convention on International Settlement
Agreements Resulting from Mediation, which will be named the Singapore Convention on Mediation,
on Aug 7.
It fills a “missing piece” in the international dispute resolution enforcement framework, which currently includes the New York Convention for arbitration as well as
the Hague Convention on Choice
of Court Agreements, Mr Shanmugam added.

“We see it as a significant development in international commercial mediation globally. It will enhance the cross-border enforceability of mediated settlement
agreements and businesses will
benefit with greater certainty and
assurance,” he said at the conference attended by more than 200
arbitration and dispute resolution
experts from 23 countries at Sofitel Singapore City Centre.
The opening of Maxwell Chambers Suites on Aug 8 will also serve
to meet the growing demand for
dispute resolution services in Asia,
said Mr Shanmugam.
The dispute resolution complex
at the former Traffic Police headquarters in Maxwell Road will
house at least 11 international institutions, 20 disputes chambers and
practices from 11 countries, as well
as five case management offices –
the highest concentration of case
management offices in the world.
Separately, a public consultation
was launched by the Ministry of
Law yesterday to look at views on
proposals to amend the International Arbitration Act.
The proposed amendments to
the Act include the default appointment of arbitrators in multi-party
situations and to allow parties, by
mutual agreement, to request the
arbitrator(s) to decide on jurisdiction at the preliminary award
stage, among other things.
The consultation period will end
on Aug 21.
ngxtc@sph.com.sg
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ICC Singapore.

